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Subject: Tired of being tired?  

Hi Chris, it’s Diane Worley with a quick question. 

Take a look at the subject line on this email. Always tired and have no energy; isn’t this what you 
complain about every day? 

We live in a non-stop world with not enough hours in the day for what needs to be done. 
Responsibilities at work, home and family needs all keep piling up until we end up exhausted 
and stretched out half asleep on the couch. 

I used to feel that way but now I have energy to spare. What changed for me? I discovered what 
I was missing! 
  
Our bodies are really amazing but, like all machines, they need the right fuel. I know, we’re lucky 
to have time enough most nights to stop at a burger joint. There’s never seems to be time to 
cook a healthy, nutritious meal. 

Then I found this company that really changed my life for the better. I learned I can get the 
nutrients my body is missing through their line of supplements. 

I know what you’re thinking, there are a zillion and one companies pitching supplements; how 
do I know which one to trust? My suggestion? Nature’s Way. 

INSERT LINK HERE 

We’ve all heard products claim to change lives before; what makes Nature’s Way different?  

Quality. 

Nature’s Way runs their products through all kinds of tests before selling to the public. Some 
might say they are kind of obsessed with it; but in a good way!   

Nature’s Way even boasts they will never sell any product that doesn’t meet or exceed all 
standards for natural supplements so they must be pretty sure of their stuff! 

Don’t believe the hype?  

Nature’s Way’s facilities have earned the Good Manufacturing Practice mark from   
NSF International, an accredited, independent third-party certification body. They test all 
products to ensure they meet public health and safety standards.  

Nature’s Way also works with the Non-GMO Project, North America’s ONLY independent 
verification program to ensure their products are produced using the best practices for GMO 
avoidance.   

They’re serious about selling the best products available! Are you serious about better health 
and more energy? What do you have to lose?  
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INSERT LINK HERE 

 

The Nature’s Way leaf is a symbol of their commitment to use only natural ingredients while 
protecting our environment. That means quality products for future generations as well! 
 

Stop making excuses for missing out and start living life with gusto! Try Nature’s Way 
supplements and you’ll never need any other. You’ll be amazed at the change and be ready for 
anything! 

FOLLOW THE NATURE’S WAY LEAF - TO BETTER HEALTH! 

INSERT LINK HERE 

 

“While I was not hired to write this copy, it shows the quality of copy you can expect when you 
hire me.” 


